Introduction
Humanity has been interested in exploring its environment since earliest historical times. After traveling across oceans using star navigation , we turned our attention to getting to know the planets inside our Solar system (Arnold et al., 2010) . After they were visited at least once with robotic vehicles (Scholl & Eberlein, 1993) or with an orbiting satellite, we asked ourselves whether conditions existed on any other planet for some form of life. It has been reported that nearly 500 planets were discovered with indirect methods: (a) passage of a dark planet in front of the bright solar disc (Brown et al., 2001 ); (b) movement of the center of gravity of a two-body system and Doppler shift (Butler et al., 2001) ; (c) Gravitational bending of rays passing a solar system larger than due to only star (Udalski et al, 2005) ; (d) using spectroscopy (Richardson, 2007) ; and (e) astrometry, to list a few. Initial research findings include dust clouds and double stars with different sizes (Moutou et al, 2011; Wright et al., 2001 ).
We rely principally on the visual system to receive the information about our environment. Such information is carried by the electromagnetic radiation. For a standard observer the visual spectral width covers only from about 0.38 m to about 0.78 m (1 m =10 -6 m, according to the MKS units employed in this paper) . Scientists have developed detectors to cover the electromagnetic spectrum from neutrinos and x-rays to radio waves. We use the word optical to cover visible and infrared (IR). Long-wave IR smoothly transitions into the sub-millimeter range. Many scientists differentiate between them upon incorporation of distinct detecting schemes. When a bolometer may be incorporated, the IR techniques are recognized (Artamkin et al., 2006; Khokhlov et al., 2009; Maxey et al., 1997) . When the need arises for a local oscillator, millimeter terminology becomes dominant (Hoogeveen et al., 2003; Kellsall et al., 1993; Wirtz et al., 2003) . The planet detection techniques that employ the "light", or the electromagnetic radiation, to detect the planet are generally considered the direct techniques. Fig. 1 . Geometry for the detection of a planet outside our Solar system. The Earth-/ interferometer-based coordinate system is given as a Cartesian system (x,y,z), while the nearby Planetary system is displaced along the optical axis, Z-axis, with the Cartesian coordinates (X, Y, Z).
Such a planet is considered to be easiest to detect because of its large distance from the Sun. Thus, Figure 1 depicts the Tierra at its most favorable configuration for detection. The probability that the Tierra orbits the Estrella in a plane normal to the line of sight between the Estrella and the Earth, with its observing instrument, is rather small. However, at one particular moment of time, corresponding to the initial observation, the Tierra will be at a projected distance a from the Estrella. Its orbit may follow an elliptical path when projected on the plane normal to the line connecting the Estrella and The Earth. Tierra's local year determines the rotational period when the Tierra completes one orbit around the Estrella. In this simplest model, it would be equal to that of Jupiter and appreciably longer than 365 Earth days, let us say twice as long.
Our Solar system is located in the part of the universe where there are only a few Sun-like stars. Figure 2 displays the number of potential Estrellas as a function of stellar magnitude, m v . This is defined as the star brightness relative to that of a reference star, in a logarithmic scale. In this scale, the Sun's stellar magnitude is 4.8. The astronomers assure us that the number of the stars in the universe is infinite. We concentrate on the stars within a sphere of a certain radius with the origin at the Earth. Restricting ourselves to the Sun-like stars, we find that there are only two such stars within 5 parsecs from us. One parsec is 3.26 light years, or it is the distance that a photon transverses when it travels in a straight line for 3.26 years. So, the distance in metric units is equal to [(3 x10 8 m/sec) x (3.26 years x 365 days/year x 24 hr/day x 60 min/hr x 60 sec)], a very large number, without much meaning for a mere human. There are about ten stars with the stellar magnitude equal to that of Sun within the distance of ten parsecs. When a sixteen-year old youth looks at fifteen nearby stars at night, the photon that is incident on his retina has left the star when the teenager was born. The number of potential Estrellas increases with the stellar magnitude and their distance from our Solar system. Looking at the stars from the Earth, we can make three observations. Stars are very bright; they are far away; and they look like point sources to human observers and to any optical instrument, either constructed or under consideration at this time.
We apply the principle of the reversibility to the emitting and intercepting apertures in the power transfer equation to appreciate the signal collection . We imagine that sources are planets in our Solar system, with radiation intercepted with an aperture at a distant Tierra. Figure 3 illustrates the engineering and technological issues associated with the darkness of the planets. It graphs the number of spectral photons as a function of wavelength emitted by some representative planets in our Solar system intercepted by a unit aperture at a distance of 10 parsecs. The Earth surface is modeled to emit as a blackbody at the average temperature of 300 K, while the Jupiter temperature is assumed at 125 K. Kelvin (1 K) is a unit of temperature with the same magnitude as 1 C (centigrade or Celsius scale), but with its zero at -273.13 C, considered the absolute zero for temperature.
We observe that the intercepting aperture at the Tierra at a distance of 10 parsecs collects one photon at 34 m per second originating at Jupiter, and about 70 photons at 12 m from the Earth. Solely on the basis of the low levels of light emission, large integration times on the order of hours are needed for the collection of the requisite signal. This leads into the stringent requirement for a stable platform on which the planet-detecting system is to be mounted. Fig. 3 . Number of spectral photons emitted as blackbody radiators due to their surface temperature, per unit time and unit area, by several representative planets in our Solar system, intercepted at a distance of 10 parsec by a unit aperture (1 m 2 ), versus wavelength.
Comparing the emission of our planets to that of our Sun, we can draw some additional conclusions. Planets emit much less radiation than the Sun and they are much smaller. These considerations translate into three significant optical problems. We address the radiometric problem first.
Faint planet near the bright star: radiometric problem
Most detectors, including human eye, have a great deal of difficulty detecting a very bright and a very dim object at the same time. The limits in the dynamic range, saturation, and "bleeding" of the bright object onto the image of the dim object prevent their simultaneous detection. Figure 4 depicts the radiometric problem illustrating the darkness of the planets relative to the brightness of the Sun by looking at some representative planets in our Solar system. It graphs the ratio of the number of spectral photons emitted by several representative planets divided by the number of spectral photons emitted by the Sun, at its peak www.intechopen.com emission, as a function of wavelength. In this analysis, two sources of emission are considered for the planets: self emission due to the planet surface temperature and the radiation originated at the Sun, intercepted by the planet and reflected from it. For us, the Sun and the planets are considered extended bodies; therefore, the distant and large Jupiter reflects about ten times the amount of radiation at 0.7 m than the Earth. Planet Uranus is distant and small, subtending a relatively small solid angle at the Sun and reflecting nearly a hundred times less Sun radiation at the peak of the Sun emission than the Earth. Fig. 4 . Number of spectral photons emitted by the Sun and several planets as a function of wavelength, normalized against solar emission at Sun's maximum emission wavelength. The ratio of the number of planet spectral photons over the number of Sun's spectral photons is defined as the simplest signal-to-noise ratio.
In Fig. 4 , the Tierra distance is not important, because it is normalized. Both the planet and the Sun are treated as point sources, and both are observed from the same large distance. The size of the intercepting area and signal collection time are the same for both Sun and its planet. The Sun emission curve is normalized to 1 at its peak emission as a blackbody radiator at temperature of 5 800 K. See ) for blackbody emitters. This is basically the simplest spectral radiometric signal-to-noise ratio, considered in most publications dealing with the Tierra detection. The signal is defined as the quantity of interest, i.e., the number of photons originating at the planet. The radiation emitted by the Estrella is thus considered noise. Other sources of noise may be considered when the instrumental concept starts to take a more definite form in the quest for the Tierra detection.
The analysis displays the spectral information, i.e., the number of (spectral) photons as a function of wavelength, because all the detectors have a limited detection interval. They will detect all radiation incident on its sensitive surface, independently of its origin, dependent www.intechopen.com only on its spectral sensitivity. This means that no photon absorbed by the detector sensitive surface is labeled as "coming from a planet" or any other object.
We next examine some potential detection wavelength bands. At the peak Sun emission in the visible, the number of Sun photons reflected from the Jupiter is by the factor of 10 -10 smaller than the number directly emitted by the Sun. This may be read directly from the vertical coordinate in Fig. 4 . The signal-to-noise ratio is nearly ten times smaller still for the Earth, decreasing nearly to 10 -11 . This value arises purely from the planet diameter and distance from the Sun. Self-emission is negligible at this wavelength region (see also Fig. 3 ).
Going to the longer wavelengths, we find the second peak due to the planetary selfemission, with the peak location determined by the planet temperature. It is also shifted due to the decreasing Sun emission at longer wavelengths. In the case of the Earth, the signal-tonoise peak for spectral photons is found to be 10 -6 at about 18 m. Examining the more favorable case of the Jupiter, we find the peak with spectral photon signal-to noise ratio of 10 -4 at about 35 m. Interestingly, though, this is not the peak signal-to-noise ratio. As the Sun emission falls off more rapidly than that of the Jupiter, the photon signal-to-noise ratio slowly increases with increasing wavelengths. At 100 m it becomes about 3 x 10 -4 . The rate of the photon signal-to-noise ratio increase, while relatively small, is about 2 x 10 -2 m -1 . We momentarily concentrate on even longer wavelengths, say around 300 m, and we apply this rate of increase to the photon number ratio. We calculate it to be about 10 -3 at 300 m. Interestingly, this wavelength range corresponds to the spectral region where the Earth atmosphere becomes partially transmissive at elevated heights.
Faint planet next to a bright star: imaging problem

Coronagraphic Estrella signal elimination
When considering the issue of imaging an Estrella-Tierra object scenario, we momentarily set aside the concern that no star (with the exception of Sun) may be resolved at this time with any existing optical telescope or instrument. It is quite amazing that the author's original paper on the planet detection was rejected in the early 90s, because the reviewer considered detection at 18 m something technologically impossible and therefore not worthy of being published. Today, about 20 years later, the detector technology is being developed at an ever-faster rate, covering increasingly longer wavelengths (Boeker et al., 1997; Farhoomand et al., 2006; Martijn et al., 2005 , Müller et al., 2010 Olsen et al., 1997; Reichertz et al., 2005; Royer et al., 1997; Thomas et al., 1998; Young, 1993) . Focal plane architectures are being implemented for cameras, some incorporating bolometers, for far IR / sub-mm spectral range (Agnese et al., 2002; Poglitsch et al., 1997; Wilson et al., 2004) . This is exactly the spectral region where the photon signal-to-noise ratio has been shown to be most favorable in the previous section. Therefore, we anticipate that the technology exists to image the Estrella and the Tierra onto the same focal plane.
We here adhere to the geometry that the diameter of the Estrella is ten times the diameter of Tierra, the case of Jupiter, with the angular separation of 2 rad for the observation distance of 10 parsecs. Under these conditions, the Estrella subtends 0.0002 micro-radians (2 x 10 -4 rad), and the Tierra ten times less, or 0.00002 micro-radians (2 x10 -5 rad). The basic requirement to achieve imaging, by the definition of imaging, is that there be a disk detected in the focal plane corresponding to the Estrella and another one corresponding to the Tierra, displaced by their huge angular separation. The disc diameters have a ratio of ten. With imaging strategy, we arbitrarily set the Estrella on the optical axis and the ten-times smaller planet at the edge of the field. Ideally, the image of the planet falls exactly on one detector (pixel) to optimize the planet detection. Considering that we are not interested in the Estrella, we may implement the inverse coronagraphic configuration in the first focal plane to pass the Estrella rays through the focal plane. The traditional coronagraphic configuration blocks the image of the Sun (Gordley et al., 2005; Scholl & Paez, 1997b; Schultz et al., 1999; Suzuki et al., 1997) .
Radiation blocking scheme might also produce a great amount of reflected and absorbed radiation that travels all over and causes stray-light noise (Scholl, 1994b; Stauder & Esplin, 1998) and heating. Such scattered radiation might easily drown the faint signal (Scholl, 1996b) . The inverse coronagraphic configuration would let the Estrella rays pass through a hole in the focal plane, while detectors would be placed outside the opening. The relatively great angular separation between them would assure that only the Tierra signal is detected.
The major shortcoming of this elegant proposal is that there is no telescope currently under consideration that would allow imaging of a nearby solar system, or even a nearest star. The secondary concerns are the stray light issues, scattering, and the tremendous brightness differences between two objects in the same scene even if imaged in different image planes. All of these concerns are just the technological limitations that will be overcome with the passage of time. Next we examine the most critical one, that of imaging and resolution.
Small (point) planet next to a distant (point) star: resolution problem
The resolution is an attribute of an imaging system. It deals with the fact that an image of a point object is not a point, but rather a blob ). Image of a point source obtained in the focal plane of an instrument spreads out due to diffraction, aberrations, fabrication errors, and misalignment. The spot size and shape depend on many additional factors, including mechanical stability of the platform and the electronic system for the control of motion. The image spread can never be completely eliminated (see left side of Fig.  5 ). The resolution of a moderately aberrated optical system is defined by the radius of the spot encircling 90% of energy (or rays) originating at a point source.
There are several resolution criteria, but the most common one deals with the imaging of two point sources of equal brightness/ (spectral) intensity separated by an angle . Brightness usually refers to the visual perception of a human. (Spectral) intensity is the (spectral) power emitted into the solid angle. According to the widely-accepted Rayleigh resolution criterion, two such point sources may be resolved under optimal conditions if their angular separation is  = 1.22 /D, where  is the wavelength of the image forming radiation and D is the diameter of the aperture. The images of two point sources of equal intensity resolved according to the Rayleigh criterion are illustrated on the right side of Fig. 5 .
For the largest IR telescope currently under construction (see Fig. 6a ), the Great Millimeter Telescope GMT) being built in Mexico, the design wavelength is 1 mm, and the aperture diameter is 50 m, giving the angular resolution of about 2 x 10 -5 rad, or 20 rad. (For more information on the status of this observatory, please see its web address ). This angle is ten times larger than the angular separation between the Estrella and the Tierra at 10 parsecs. However, the construction of this telescope has been progressing with better achievements than the original design prediction, laying grounds for the confidence that the telescope will perform well down to 0.1 mm or 100 m. At this wavelength, the image of the bright point source, the Estrella, will have its zero at 2 rad, or at the estimated Tierra angular position,  TC . Likewise, the image of the Tierra will peak at 2 rad and have its zero on the optical axis. If the Estrella and the Tierra had the same intensity, i. e., if they formed a double star, their image obtained by the GMT at 0.1 mm would be similar to that in Fig. 5b . Due to the spectral intensity ratio between the Estrella and the Tierra (about 10 3 at 300 m) their image would look a lot like Fig. 5a . The bright spec on the dark ring would be seen possibly in the logarithmic rendition, and would easily be confused with noise.
It is nothing more than a fortunate coincidence that straw-man design parameters, proposed in the nineties, correspond to the desirable features of the GTM telescope under construction. However, the tentative Planetary system parameters do not necessarily correspond to the characteristics of an actual solar system.
Earth and space based telescopes
Space-and air-borne telescopes
Some of the issues dealing with the telescopes have been summarized in the literature ). The air turbulence, sometimes referred to as "seeing", and spectral transmission of the atmosphere limit the usefulness of large-diameter monolithic or phased telescopes on the Earth surface. The water in the atmosphere attenuates the transmission of the IR radiation so most IR telescopes perform best in space. (Hofferbert et al., 2003; Kessler & Harvit, 1993; Lamarre, 1993; Lemke et al., 2005; Mather, 1993; Matsumoto & Murakami, 1996; Scholl & Paez, 1997a; Touahri et al., 2010) . The great disadvantage of the space-based IR telescopes is that their instruments require cooling, often to liquid Helium temperatures (Beeman & Haller, 2002; Latvakoski et al, 2010) . The supply of the coolant basically limits the useful life of the IR space observatory, telescope and on-board instruments. The instruments that are cooled to higher temperatures function longer and collect the scientific data for longer period of time (Schick & Bell, 1997) . This limitation of the lifetime of the satellites has given rise to a new observational facility type, balloon-borne instruments (Catanzaro et al., 2002) , rocketborne instruments (Elwell, 1993) , and jet-carried observatory. SOFIA (Stratospheric Observatory for IR Astronomy) has a telescope built inside a modified 747P jet to fly in the stratosphere (Becklin & Gehrz, 2009; Krabbe, & Casey, 2002 ; updated information is available on the web). It incorporates a 2.5 m aperture, flying at the height of about 14 000 m. The telescope looks sideways through the thinned atmosphere at the IR sky. The airplane can land after exhausting its fuel supply, resupply the coolant for the telescope, its instruments, and focal planes; and change the instruments. The most demanding requirement facing the observatory in an airplane is the stability of the aircraft, especially for the long detector-integration times needed for the observation of faint objects.
Transmission of the Earth atmosphere
Placing the observatory on a more solid base would solve the problem of stability. This could be achieved by placing it on the top of a very high mountain, depicted in Fig. 6a . Cerro Negro, Orizaba, Puebla (state), Mexico, where the GMT is being finished) is 4,600 m above the sea level. The significant problem of the absorption of the far IR radiation by water in the thinned atmosphere is ameliorated by dryness of the region, and specifically by a very small number of days characterized by high humidity. Even though Mexico borders on two oceans, Atlantic/ Golf of Mexico and Pacific, its land mass is enormous and characterized by dry heat. Puebla's significant distance from the coastlines and the observatory elevation assures dryness of the cold air above the observatory. Figure 6b presents actual photo of the telescope. In difference to the aircraft implementation, the celestial objects may be viewed in nadir.
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In the airplane, the IR radiation passes through the thinned atmosphere at 14,000 m with sufficient density to allow the plane to remain in the air. Due to the side opening for the telescope viewing, the radiation passes horizontally through several equivalent air masses to contribute an approximately equivalent amount of atmospheric scattering and absorption as the nadir-viewing telescope at 4,600 m (Wellard et al., 2006) .
No data has yet been made available for the transmission at the far IR / sub-millimeter/ millimeter spectral region at The Cerro Negro in Mexico. There have been long-term measurements taken for a number of years at another millimetric facility at Chajnantor, in Chile, at the height of 5,100 m above sea level (Cageo et al., 2010) . Figure 7 presents the graphs of the atmospheric transmission at this site, as a function of wavelength. This site is higher by 600 m, or about 11 % than that of the GMT.
We concentrate on the transmission peaks, referred to as band 10 in the Chilean telescope, from about 800 to 980 GHz. Due to our interest in the Tierra detection at about 300 m (or about 900 GHz), where the photon number contrast achieves a highly favorable 0.001 signalto-noise ratio, we examine the transmission band at about 900 GHz in more detail. Its transmission of radiation is about 0.4 when the atmosphere is dry. The transmission decreases by about 50 % in the case of the wet atmosphere. No such data has been reported for the GMT, but the great majority of days are dry. Independently of the amount of atmospheric absorption and scattering in this wavelength interval, the radiation attenuates equally for both the Estrella and the Tierra signal. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio remains unchanged. We will use 0.4 as the working number for the transmission ratio for the site. Clearly, the data will be collected (or utilized) only under favorable observational conditions. Again, the smaller signal from the Tierra will be affected worse. Such detailed considerations will be incorporated into the overall signal-to-noise ratio calculations, after the detection mechanisms and the instrument have been specified. 
Interferometry
Interferometer for the Tierra detection
Two-aperture interferometry
A panel of distinguished scientists proposed a two-aperture interferometer to detect the Tierra and null the Estrella (Bracewell, 1978) . The basic idea was to use the interferometry to eliminate the radiation coming from the Estrella through the process of the destructive interference, while at the same time transmitting the radiation coming from the Tierra. In this concept the image of the Tierra would be located exactly on the dark interference fringe formed by the Estrella radiation. The scientists have not yet discovered the procedure of tagging the photons originating at the Tierra to send them through an image-forming instrument while allowing those from the Estrella to interfere destructively as necessary to implement this proposal. Thus, the radiation coming from both celestial sources through two apertures forms two interference patterns. The two patterns have the same period, but they are slightly displaced with respect to each other corresponding to the separation of the point sources in the plane of the Planetary system. This is the plane perpendicular to the line of observation, or the optical axis. Their amplitudes have the same ratio as the simplest signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the Tierra modulation will be at least 10 3 times smaller than that of the Estrella. These two patterns overlap on the focal plane, with the visibility of the Tierra smaller by the signal-to-noise ratio in the interferometer plane (in the vicinity of Earth), by a factor of at least 10 3 . The most important feature of either interference pattern is that its period is determined only by the aperture separation, also referred to as baseline (Strojnik & Paez, 2003; Vasquez-Jaccaud et al., 2010) .
As the Tierra slowly rotates around the Estrella, the Estrella interference pattern remains unchanged relative to a stationary two-aperture interferometer. The displacement of the Tierra interference pattern approaches that of the Estrella as the Tierra's projection on the plane normal to the line-of-sight approaches the Estrella. When the Tierra is exactly in front of the Estrella, both on the Z-axis, the two interference patterns will be exactly in phase -the modulation of the combined pattern will be insignificantly smaller than that of the Estrella alone. When the Tierra is behind the Estrella, two-apertures produce the interferometric pattern due to the Estrella source independently whether the Estrella is accompanied by an orbiting Tierra or not. Thus, an interferometric pattern in a two-aperture interferometer does not confirm the existence of the Tierra.
Space interferometry
A large body of research and conceptual studies has been performed in support of these concepts, mostly for space applications. The need for the space system arises due to the opacity of the Earth atmosphere in many of the interesting regions. The most advanced developments were offered in the ESA studies, recently referred to as the Darwin proposal (most up-to date information is available on the Darwin web site). This free flying instrument would initially employ a multi-section telescope with a 5-m diameter. The study evolved to have two such telescopes connected into an interferometer with a precisely controlled baseline. It culminated in a proposal for a number of such telescopes that could be used as a sparsely-filled aperture to detect several spatial frequencies. The spatial frequency is defined as the number of lines per unit distance.
While the interferometric concepts assume detection of fringes from two different sources (detection of a single spatial frequency), the imaging concepts incorporate finding a significant number of key spatial frequencies. The incorporation of the sparsely-filled aperture implies that a number of spatial frequencies present in the object are missing in the image. As discussed in the imaging section, this would require rigid control of aperture separations, at distances of at least 50 meters to meet the Rayleigh resolution criterion for the Estrella and the Tierra at 10 parsecs. This separation would have to be increased even more to decrease the background diffracted and scattered radiation from the Estrella to a value comparable to that of the Tierra (for example, 10 -3 at 300 m). For the diffracted radiation from the Estrella to be less than the signal from the Tierra (under optimal observational conditions), two neighboring apertures might have to be separated by at least four times more than the resolution distance of 50 m, or 200 m. This considers only the diffraction effects of the apertures. To decrease the effects of gravity, this instrument would be placed at the first or the second Lagrangian point (zero gravity point between Earth and Moon). The ESA study has been temporarily set aside at the time of this writing, in favor of more www.intechopen.com promising surveys of infrared and submillimeter skies, with Herschel and SPICA instruments, and the ESO Planck Observatory (more update information is available on the ESA Planck, AKARI web sites).
Many research studies continue to decrease the amount of the Estrella radiation in the detector plane, most of them quite interesting from the point of view of signal camouflaging and encoding. They are extensively discussed in the literature as a technique referred to as "nulling" of the star light.
Infinitesimally thin and infinitely long apertures help to conceptualize difficult problems, such as the Estrella being thought of as a point object. Such a case was treated rigorously, including both the interference and diffraction at finite apertures (Strojnik & Paez, 2003) .
Transformation of a spherical wave into a plane wave upon propagation over large distances
We consider that the point on the Planetary system plane (either the point on the Estrella or on the Tierra) radiates as a point source. It is located at a distance r PS from the plane of the aperture (of diameter D in meters), centered on the x, y plane. Due to the great distance of propagation, we consider the radiation incident on the plane of the apertures as coherent as proved in the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem. The distance r PS (for Planetary system, with the subscript becoming E for the Estrella or T for the Tierra, as appropriate) may be written as follows. We refer to Fig. 1. (1) Therefore, the point source in the planetary system plane radiates in all directions as a spherical wave with intensity U PS U PS * . 
U PS x, y,z; X,Y,Z
  U PS
We now make a few simplifying assumptions, considering that the Estrella-Tierra coordinate system is extremely far away. Then we expand r PS in the exponent somewhat more carefully because the sine and cosine vary much more rapidly with their argument. We rewrite Eq. (2), factoring out z PS , the distance on the optical axis between the planetary system and the interferometer plane. This quantity is significantly larger than other quantities in Eq. (1), according to the geometry of Fig. 1 .
We then square the expressions in the parentheses. The spatial extend of the Estrella is much, much larger than the lateral extend of the largest interferometer diameter considered in the current studies. We will neglect the square of the interferometer coordinates x, y, in comparison with X E x and Y E y, respectively. We similarly assume that the separation of Tierra from the Estrella is much, much larger than interferometer extend. 
Therefore, we neglect the square of the interferometer coordinates x, and y, in comparison with the product X T x and Y T y, respectively. In practice the telescope will be bore-sighted on the easily observable Estrella. We are keeping only the lowest order in x, y and z coordinates. We choose the plane of the aperture system at z = 0, or normal to the line of sight Plenary system -interferometer system. The first term in the second square bracket is equal to zero. (6) Next we expand the square root, considering that the furthest transverse coordinate in the interferometer system is significantly smaller than the separation between the Planetary system and the interferometer. Likewise, the furthest transverse coordinate in the Planetary system is significantly smaller than the separation between the Planetary system and the interferometer. Thus the argument under the square root sign is 1 plus a small number. The expansion is valid when  is much smaller than 1, with accuracy increasing when  approaches to zero.
(1+) m = 1+m (7) Using this expansion, Eq. (6) The first two terms include only the coordinates associated with the objects on the EstrellaTierra Planetary system. The second term includes both the planetary and interferometer coordinates. We let x and y be equal to zero, effectively choosing the point on the origin of the interferometer coordinate system. We may use the same expansion in Eq. (7) in reverse, and apply it to the first two terms (those dealing with the planetary system quantities.) The coordinates in the first term in the exponent X PS , Y PS , and Z PS in Eq. (11) may only assume the values corresponding to a point within the spatial extent of the plenary system encompassing the Estrella and the Tierra. So, we factor it out and combine it into a single term for the amplitude that only depends on the coordinates of a point on the planetary system, X PS , Y PS , Z PS . We next take advantage of the rules of multiplication of the exponentials, {exp The curly bracket in this expression depends only on the point on the planetary system that emits the radiation. It is the product of the strength of the point source at the point source location and the spherical wave evaluated at the origin of the interferometer-plane coordinate system. These are all constant quantities for a specific light emitting point on the celestial body in the planetary coordinate system, and its distance from the interferometer plane. See ) for description of the Planckian radiators. Thus, they also form the constant amplitude of the wave at the interferometer plane, u PS0 .
We observe that the first factor is just amplitude, because all the quantities are constant. The second factor is an expression for the plane wave. We insert Eq. (13) 
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The first factor is just constant wave amplitude. The second factor is a plane wave, traveling in the direction along the z-axis, with a small tilt along the x-and y-direction.
Tilt depends on the source angular coordinates of the (X PS /Z PS =  PSX , and Y PS /Z PS =  PSY .
The tilt of the plane wave in the x, y plane that originated at the Planetary system point X PS , Y PS, Z PS depends on the coordinates of the point source. The tilt fringes are straight lines perpendicular to the tilt direction. For the point at the Planetary coordinate origin X PS = Y PS = 0, the plane wave travels along the Z-axis. Thus, only the central point on the Estrella generates plane wave radiation that produces no tilt.
We can form a significant general conclusion. The spherical waves originating at a point source at coordinates x S , y S , z S of strength U 0 transform into a plane wave upon propagation over large distance r S , with the amplitude reduced by the value of the spherical wave at distance r S , {exp[ik(r S )]/r S }, and the plane wave tilt equal to  x =x S /z S along the x-direction and  y =y S /z S in the y-direction, exp[ik( x x +  y y)].
Two sources: the Estrella and the Tierra
We consider the case that both the Estrella and the Tierra are point sources, due to the small angles that they subtend at the aperture plane. The transformation of spherical waves originating at the Estrella and the Tierra into plane waves is illustrated in Fig. 8 .
The radiometry allows for the point sources, establishing the concept of (spectral) intensity for such radiators (spectral power emitted per unit solid angle, dP  /dWsrmThe coordinates X E , Y E , Z E may assume some non-zero values, corresponding to the spatial extent of the star. Similarly, the Tierra is an extended body, about one tenth in diameter of the Estrella. Its coordinates may likewise assume the values corresponding to the extent of the Tierra. Figure 9 illustrates how an extended object may be perceived to emit the radiation from many small areas as point sources, and all transforming into plane waves.  Fig. 8 . The Estrella and the Tierra emit spherical waves. After free-space propagation, spherical waves become plane waves. They are tilted if they originate at an off-axis point, such as that on the Tierra.
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Wave fronts from the Estrella and the Tierra incident on One aperture
The wave at the interferometer plane is the sum of those coming from the Estrella and the Tierra. We also include the temporal dependence associated with the traveling plane wave, t, to allow for the changes of the wave at a specific point in space as a function of time. We additionally include the phase delay  It may be used for temporal modulation.
At the interferometer plane (z=0), the wave from the Estrella and the wave from the Tierra add up. The coefficients for the amplitude correspond to the Estella and the Tierra as the point sources. Therefore, we drop the explicit spatial dependence on the coordinates to simplify the appearance of equations.
Two waves at the z = 0 interferometer plane produce incidance. It is found as the sum of the wave multiplied by its complex conjugate. (Spectral) incidance is defined in radiometry as power, incident per unit area (per unit wavelength) in [W/(m 2 m)].
After substituting from Eq. (16), the incidance is found as a product of the sum of two traveling waves.
Next, we change the signs of the complex exponents in the second line to implement the complex conjugate. We also omit the explicit dependence on the planetary system coordinates in the amplitude factors. 
We multiply the factors out to obtain a two-beam interference pattern in a complex form.
www.intechopen.com Fig. 9 . (a) The Estrella and the Tierra plane wave spectra as a function of angular coordinate. In the middle and the bottom diagrams (b) and (c), the angular coordinate shows discontinuity to allow the presentation of distinct plane waves with increasing inclination, both for the Estrella and for the Tierra. In the middle, the plane wave spectra are shown as a function of angle along which the Tierra is located. The bottom presentation exhibits the spectra as a function of x-and y-inclination, making explicit the symmetrical and asymmetrical features of the plane wave spectra. Those from the Tierra do not possess the cylindrical symmetry about the optical axis. Those from the Estrella exhibit cylindrical symmetry.
The complex numbers in the exponential form may be expanded as sine and cosine, according to the formula, [exp(+/-i) = cos +/-i sin. The sine terms cancel each other out, resulting in a (co)-sinosoidal modulation of the incidance, in addition to two incidances from the Estrella and the Tierra.
Using the trigonometric identity for a cosine of a double angle [cos(2) = 2cos 2 we finally arrive at the expression for the interference of two un-equal beams. The incidance from two plane waves, slightly inclined with respect to each other exhibits straight fringes normal to the plane of the incident waves.
In absence of the Tierra, there is no radiation emitted from the Tierra. Therefore, there is no interference pattern, and Eq. (22) reduces to the first term. This is just the incidance from the Estrella. This is an important result, because the very detection of the interference fringes establishes the existence of the second point source, a companion Tierra. The phase delay term is halved. This is denoted by a different phase delay symbol in Eq. (22). The first three terms in Eq. (22) form a perfect square, so the expression for the incidance may be further simplified.
The fringe direction is perpendicular to the orientation of the difference between the slopes of the plane waves coming from the respective points on the Estrella and the Tierra.
Modulation from the Estrella and the Tierra as point sources
Maximum incidance may be found fom Eq. (23) when the cosine square is equal to 1.
Cosine is one when the argument of the cosine-square function is an integral multiple of .
Minimum incidance may similarly be found when the cosine-square is equal to zero.
This condition is met when the argument of the cosine-square function is plus an integral multiple of 
Average incidance is then one-half of the sum of Eq. (24) 
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The average signal in the aperture plane is the square of the wave amplitude from the Estrella and the Tierra. Then, the modulation in incidance is the one-half of difference between Eq. (24) The signal amplitude in the aperture plane is equal to twice the product of the wave amplitude from the Estrella and the Tierra. The amplitudes correspond to the square-root of the power quantities developed in the radiometric analysis of Section 2.
Fringe separation for the Estrella and the Tierra
The incidance maximum is achieved when the argument of the cosine-square function is equal to zero or is an integral multiple of . Without loss of generality, we choose convenient parameters to assist in fringe evaluation.
Changing the integral number N by 1, we find the change in distance x corresponding to the fringe-to-fringe separation. 
The delay factor just displaces the origin of fringes in the observation plane, so we momentarily set it aside. Then, with the Estrella at the origin, the Tierra in the orbit at 2 rad, (2 x 10 -6 rad), using the wavelength of about 300 microns, we evaluate Eq. (31) to be x = 150 m. This physically means that within the distance of 75 m, the incidance will change from its maximum value to its minimum value.
Instrument concept: Earth-based interferometer, with single-aperture telescope and 0.3 mm radiation
We propose to use a single large-diameter telescope to provide radiation from the Estrella and the Tierra to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, illustrated in Fig. 10 . The function of the telescope is to collect the radiation and generate a several-hundred times increase in the tilt of the incident plane waves from the Tierra. There is no change to the tilt of the Estrella radiation, incident parallel to the optical axis. Two detectors are used in quadrature to record the complementary interference patterns. Optical light path modulation in one arm of the interferometer assures the scanning of fringes with passing time. Constant incidance from the Estrella may be maximized at one detector and minimized at the other detector by the proper insertion of the optical path delay.
Large telescopes are currently available at atmospheric window at 0.3 mm. The simple Mach-Zehnder interferometer is easy to build and align. By employing a telescope system, the angle of incidence is magnified, and the fringe density is increased (Strojnik et al., 2007) .
Optical components and detectors might represent the critical technology if it were not for the rapid technology development for the various space systems in the last 20 years. Fig. 10 . A single large-diameter telescope provides radiation from the Estrella and the tilted wavefronts from the Tierra into a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The primary function of the telescope is to collect the radiation. Its secondary function is to increase the angle of incidence of incomig tilted radiation. The radiation from the Estrella and from the Tierra passes through a beam splitter which sends part of each through a different interferometer arm. The optical path modulator (OPD) modulates the path in one arm of interferometer so that the light parallel to the optical axis, coming from the star, produces constructive and destructive interference on comnplimentary detectors. The tilted radiation keeps its angle of inclination and generates fringes.
Conclusions
We demonstrated theoretically that the existence of the Tierra is directly confirmed optically by detecting faint straight fringes, using a single aperture interferometer. The measured fringe separation at a given observation wavelength determines the angular separation of the Tierra from the center of the Estrella at the time of observation. If the observation continues for a number of Earth nights, the fringe separation will change slowly as the Tierra rotates about the Estrella. Furthermore, we developed the theoretical basis for the argument that the radiation from the Estrella is parallel to optical axis, while that coming from the Tierra has a tilt. We take advantage of the Tierra tilted waves in the proposed instrument design, where the tilt angle is multiplied using a single telescope aperture. Finally, we developed a new signal-to-noise ratio of 10 -3 at a dramatically different wavelength from those studied previously. We propose to detect planets at 0.3 mm, where the Earth atmosphere is relatively transmissive, especially at high altitudes (0.4).
